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I. INTRODUCTION Diagnostic Decision Support Systems (DDSSs) help humans in the deduction of information about the health status of some observed physical system. From a practical point of view, the availability of digital sensors, reliable and high-capacity networks and powerful processing units, makes automated diagnosis applicable to an increasing number of systems. However, data and diagnostic rules remain domain-dependent, and the implementation of a DDSS requires the development of substantial portions of ad-hoc software which can hardly be recycled. Indeed, while most of the existing literature about DDSS focuses on improving performances in some domain of interest, to the best of our knowledge there is no contribution in the way of generating customized DDSS from high-level specifications.
The research presented in this paper attempts to fill this gap by developing a framework to generate customized DDSSs using a multi-formalism approach. Multi-formalism modeling -see, e.g., [GI13] -refers to tools and techniques wherein several different formalisms are exploited to achieve a specific goal. The G. Cicala, M. Oreggia and A. Tacchella are with "Dipartimento di Informatica, Bioingegneria, Robotica e Ingegneria dei Sistemi" (DIBRIS), University of Genoa, Viale Causa 13, 16145 Genoa, Italy, E-mail: name.surname@unige.it -M. De Luca is with ABIRK Italia S.r.l., Corso MonteGrappa 1/1A, 16137 Genova, Italy, E-mail: marco.deluca@abirk.com combination of formalisms is useful whenever specifying a system with a single modeling language would be hard, if not impossible. In this paper, two "classical" AI formalisms are combined to generate DDSSs: systems are described with ontologies in the sense of [Gru95] , i.e., "formal and explicit specification of conceptualizations"; diagnostic computations are described with actor-based models as introduced in [Agh85] with the extensions found in [LTSS11] .
More in detail, the choice of ontologies is motivated by their increasing popularity outside the AI community -mainly due to Semantic Web applications -and the added flexibility that they provide over traditional relational data models, e.g., the ability to cope with taxonomies and part-whole relationships, and the ability to handle heterogeneous attributes. It should be noticed that other proposals exists in the literature to extend the basic relational data model in order to handle more expressive domains, e.g., [CM94] . We consider ontologies because they provide a general-purpose, logically well-fonded extension which also enjoys widespread use. Since it is expected that large quantities of data should be handled to provide meaningful input to the DDSS, the choice of the ontology language should be restricted to those designed for tractable reasoning like the DL-Lite family introduced by [CGL + 05] . The choice of actor-based models is motivated by support for heterogeneous modeling, i.e., a situation wherein different parts of a system have inherently distinct properties, and therefore require different types of models. DDSSs are no exception to this pattern, since they are required to monitor and diagnose the behavior of heterogeneous systems, and they are themselves a composition of physical processes and computational elements.
Following the approach outlined above, a DDSS generator -called DiSeGnO for "Diagnostic Server Generation through Ontology" -has been developed. DiSeGnO outputs a DDSS given a formal description of the application domain -the domain ontologyand associated diagnostic computations -the diagnostic rules. DiSeGnO interprets such dual-formalism descriptions by generating a relational database from the domain ontology and then computing diagnostic rules using PTOLEMY II [EJL + 03] , an open-source software supporting experimentation with actor-based design. The generated DDSS is also wrapped by automatically generated web services which connect to the plant on one side, and to diagnostic dashboards on the other. The conversion of the ontology design to a database structure is a key element in DiSeGnO. It preserves the high level description but, at the same time, it ensures quick access to data and leverages industry-standard database systems. The usage of PTOLEMY II as a rule engine enabled fast-prototyping of DiSeGnO, and might be replaced by a diagnostic rule compiler in practical applications. However, as the experimental analysis herein presented shows, even in its current PTOLEMY II-based implementation, DiSeGnO can process a substantial flow of data from an incoming (simulated) plant in real-time. In this sense, our work is similar in spirit to [FMMV16] , as both contributions propose to merge different formalisms in order to describe complex systems properly.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II an introduction to ontologies and actor-based models is given. A case study about Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems in households is presented in Section III. In Section IV the architecture of DiSeGnO and the main components to generate DDSSs are presented. Finally, Section V shows the experimental evaluation of DiSeGnO on the HVAC case study. The paper is concluded in Section VI with some final remarks and an outline of a future research agenda.
II. BACKGROUND Ontology-based data access (OBDA) relies on the concept of knowledge base, i.e., a pair K = T , A where T is the terminological box (Tbox for short) specifying the intensional knowledge, i.e., known classes of data and relations among them, and A is the assertional box (Abox for short) specifying the extensional knowledge, i.e., factual data and their classification. Filling the Abox with known facts structured according to the Tbox is a process known as ontology population. One of the mainstream languages for defining knowledge bases is OWL 2 (Web Ontology Language Ver. 2) described in [MPSP + 09] . Since OWL 2 is a World Wide Web Consortium's recommendation, it is supported by several ontology-related tools. However, the logical underpinning of OWL 2 is the description logic SROIQ whose decision problem is 2NEXPTIME-complete according to [Kaz08] . This makes the use of the full expressive power of OWL 2 prohibitive for an application like the one we are considering.
To retain most of the practical advantages of OWL 2, but to improve on its applicability, Motik et al. introduced OWL 2 profiles -see [MPSP + 09] . Formally, an OWL 2 profile is a sub-language of OWL 2 featuring limitations on the available language constructs and their usage. In particular, the OWL 2 QL profile is described in the official W3C's recommendation as "[the sub-language of OWL 2] aimed at applications that use very large volumes of instance data, and where query answering is the most important reasoning task.". Given our application domain, OWL 2 QL is more appealing than both OWL 2 and other profiles, because it guarantees that conjunctive query answering and the consistency of the ontology can be evaluated efficiently.
OWL 2 QL logic underpinning is given by DL-Lite R , one of the members of the DL-Lite family [CGL + 05] . A detailed description of DL-Lite R can be found in [CGL + 05] . The most important feature of OWL 2 QL in this context is that, using the mapping techniques introduced in [RMC12] , it is possible to keep the terminological view to reason about data, while storing the Abox elements as records in a relational database. Formally, given a knowledge base K = T , A , it is possible to build a database with a set of relations (tables) R K such that the query K |= α can be translated to a relational algebra expression over R K returning the same result set. The choice of OWL 2 QL guarantees that the mapping from K to R K is feasible, and the translation of ontology-based queries to SQL queries will yield polynomially bounded expressions. In this way, it is possible to take the best of the two approaches, i.e., use ontologies to define the conceptual view of the domain, and databases to store actual data and connect to the other performances-critical elements of the generated DDSS, like data I/O and processing components.
The following notations and definitions are from [LTSS11] . Let S be a set of variables that take values in some universe U. A valuation over S is a function x : S → U that assigns to each variable v ∈ S some value x() ∈ U. The set of all assignments over S is denoted byŜ. If x ∈Ŝ, v ∈ S and α ∈ U, then {x | v → α} denotes the new valuation x obtained from x by setting v to α and leaving other variables unchanged. Timers are a special type of variables that take values in R + , i.e., non-negative real numbers. Let R ∞ + denote the set R + ∪ {∞}, where ∞ denotes positive infinity. Finally, let ⊥ ∈ U and absent ∈ U denote "unknown" value or "absence" of a signal at a particular point in time, respectively. An actor is a tuple A = (I, O, S, s o , F, P, D, T ) where I is a set of input variables, O is a set of output variables, S is a set of state variables, and s o ∈Ŝ is a valuation over S representing the initial state; F is the fire function, defined as F :Ŝ ×Î →Ô, that produces output based on input and current state; P is the postfire function defined as P :Ŝ ×Î →Ŝ that updates the state based on the same information of the fire function; D is a deadline function defined as D :Ŝ ×Î → R ∞ + and T is a time-update function defined as D :Ŝ ×Î × R + →Ŝ. It is assumed that F , P , D, T , are total functions, and I, O, and S are pair-wise disjoint. In the following, the terms input, output and state refer to valuations over I, O and S, respectively.
Every actor A defines a set of behaviors whose model is inspired by the semantic models of timed or hybrid automata. A timed behavior of A is a sequence II graphical syntax. Gray boxes which include rectangles inside, e.g., House, are composite actors, whereas those with circles inside, e.g., Thermostat, are finite-state machines.
Intuitively, if A is in state s i at some time t ∈ R + and the environment provides input x i to A, then A instantaneously produces output y i using the fire function F , and moves to state s i using the postfire function P . The environment then proposes to advance time, but it does so "respecting" any restriction on the amount of time that may elapse. A "declares" such restrictions by returning a deadline D(s i , x i ). Next, the environment chooses to advance time by some concrete delay d i ∈ R + , making sure that d i does not violate the deadline provided by A. Finally, the environment notifies A that it advanced time by d i , and A updates its state to s i+1 accordingly, using the time-delay function T .
III. HVAC CASE STUDY
HVAC systems are a classic topic in diagnostics -see, e.g., [NAL + 07] . Here, the model 1 shown in Figure 2 is considered as an example. This model takes into account topology, thermal properties of materials, and warmer characteristics, i.e., temperature of output hot air and flow-rate. As shown in Figure 2 , the main model components are Thermostat, Warmer and House subsystems. Thermostat allows fluctuations within a certain range above or below the desired set point. If House temperature drops below the set point minus allowed fluctuation, Thermostat turns on Warmer to provide a hot air flow at a constant rate and temperature. The heat flow is expressed by where M air is the mass of air inside House and R eq is the equivalent thermal resistance of House. The DailyTempVar subsystem generates a daily fluctuations of outdoor temperature. Both inside and outside temperatures are affected by a Gaussian noise to simulate reading from real sensors.
The ontology of the HVAC domain is shown in Figure 1 . The main concepts in the static part of the domain are System and DataSource. They are related by isInSystem, stating that every system has -possibly several -data sources attached to it. hasSubsystem relationship indicates that one System could be composed by one or more SystemComponent which are themselves subclasses of System. DataSource is the comprehensive class of elements that can generate diagnostic-relevant information. The main concepts in the dynamic part of the ontology are DDSS which receives instances of IncomingEvent and sends instances of OutgoingEvent. Notice that IncomingEvent instances are connected to DataSource instances by the role generates, denoting that all incoming events, i.e., data from the observed system, are generated by some data source, i.e., some field sensor. Also every OutgoingEvent instance, i.e., every diagnostic event, relatesTo some instance of DataSource. This is because the end user must be able to reconstruct which data source(s) provided information that caused diagnostic rules to fire a given diagnostic event. OutgoingEvent specializes to AlarmEvent, FaultEvent and DescriptorEvent. Every OutgoingEvent instance is connected to one of DiagnosticIndicator instances, i.e. Alarm, Fault and Descriptor sub-concepts, by reports relation, in order to have a reference message about the diagnostic rules.
Diagnostic rules of interest have been extracted from the literature on HVAC systems -see, e.g., [RWLF04] . In particular, assuming that there is a single fault in the system at any time, air filter obstruction, thermostat fault and pressure loss in the compressor are investigated. In case of air filter obstruction, a reduction of air flow in output from the warmer results in a slow temperature drift away from the comfort zone. If the thermostat ceases to work properly, e.g., because its state is stuck to either on or off, then the house temperature stays permanently away from the comfort zone. In case of pressure loss in the compressor, a loss of refrigerant charge happens which diminishes the capability of the compressor. The domain ontology, as well as the model rules herein described are available on-line from http://www.aimslab.org/disegno IV. DISEGNO FRAMEWORK A. Software architecture Figure 3 shows the current functional architecture and work-flow of DiSeGnO, organized in three phases. In the USER phase, the domain ontology and the rules model are designed by the user. In the DiSeGnO phase, the system reads and analyzes both the domain ontology and the rules model. The output is code structured as shown in the DDSS phase. Here, input web services receive data from the observed physical system and record them in the generated data store. The rule engine feeds the diagnostic rules with records loaded from the data store and logs results, if any. Output web services can then be invoked to query the data store.
In the USER phase, the user is required to provide an ontology of the observed physical system which must be written using OWL 2 QL language. While this can be accomplished in several ways, the tool PROTÉGÉ [GMF + 03] is suggested because it is robust, easy to use, and it provides, either directly or through plug-ins, several add-ons that facilitate ontology design and testing. The diagnostic computation model must be a sound actor diagram generated by PTOLEMY II which describes the processing to be applied to incoming data in order to generated diagnostic events. The only additional requirement on the rules model is that the set of external inputs of the diagram must coincide with the incoming events described in the ontology. Analogously, the set of external outputs of the diagram must coincide with the outgoing events.
The DiSeGnO phase contains the actual DDSS generation system which consists of two modules in the current implementation, namely the Data Store Generator and the Web Services Generator. Given the domain ontology, a data store is generated to record data and events. The data store is a relational database which is obtained by mapping the domain ontology to suitable tables. The web services generator creates services whose interface asks for incoming events of the correct type (input web services) and services which can be queried to obtain diagnostic events (output web services). Currently, the working prototype uses PTOLEMY II internal engine to run the rules model as if they were code run on top of an interpreter. This solution is straightforward to implement, but has the disadvantage of being potentially slow for real-world applications.
In the DDSS phase, the customized DDSS runs in a loop wherein (i) data is acquired from the observed system and stored in the internal database, (ii) the rules engine processes data and generates diagnostic events which are recorded on the database, and (iii) diagnostic data is served to end-user application. The details of the data acquisition on the observed system are not of concern to the DDSS generated by DiSeGnO, because it is the responsibility of the observed system control logic to implement the data acquisition part. This choice effectively isolates the physical details of data acquisition from the rest of the DDSS. Similarly, the generated DDSS is not concerned with the details of displaying and representing diagnostic data, because these data are made available through output web-services and it is responsibility of the user applications to read such data and present them in a meaningful way. 
B. From ontology to Database
Ontology has to be divided into two interconnected parts, namely a static and a dynamic part. In the static part, the ontology should contain a description of the observed physical system including entities for each relevant (sub)system and relationships among them. This part, once populated with the actual systems to be observed, does not require further updates while monitoring. On the other hand, the dynamic part describes events, including both the ones generated by the observed system and its components, and those output by the DDSS. An event is always associated to a timestamp, i.e., the time at which the event happens. Data associated to events can be of heterogeneous types, but we always distinguish between two kinds of events, i.e., those incoming to the DDSS from the observed system, and those outgoing from the DDSS. This distinction is fundamental, because DiSeGnO must know which events have to be associated with input and output web services, respectively. Furthermore, both events should be associated with the data sources, i.e., the elements of the static part which generate events or influence the generation of a diagnostic event.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the creation of a relational database from the ontology, i.e., the Tbox T , allows efficient storage of the corresponding Abox A. The knowledge base K = T , A can still be queried seamlessly, e.g., by using the mapping techniques described in [RMC12] . The algorithm used by DiSeGnO to encode an OWL 2 QL ontology into the structure of a relational database reads the ontology model from an OWL file into the internal representation onto; then it parses onto and extracts the map dataMap between concepts and datatype properties and the map relMap between concepts and object properties (roles). At this point, it can visit the ontology by traversing the concept hierarchy with the function VISITONTOLOGY -see Figure 4 -and it creates the graph dbGraph containing part of the relational model corresponding to onto, using dataMap as d and relMap as r. Finally, it builds the relational model by considering all the relationships, and translates it into a database, considering all the nodes of dbGraph and building corresponding tables and constraints.
In more detail, VISITONTOLOGY and its sister procedure VISITONTOLOGYREC -see Figure 4 -perform a visit of the concept hierarchy contained in onto to create a corresponding graph stored in dbGraph. Since the concept hierarchy forms, by definition, a directed acyclic graph, a simplified implementation of depth-first search visit is sufficient to explore onto exhaustively. Inside VISITONTOLOGYREC a new table T -and a corresponding node in the graph g -is created for each concept contained in onto. Furthermore, all the datatype properties corresponding to the concept of T are retrieved from the map d and added to T . These will become attributes of the entity corresponding to the concept in the final relational database. Notice that a oneto-many relationship corresponding to the inheritance relation is added to r, the set of relationships extracted considering object properties in onto. As long as d is implemented with a constant-time access structure, the running time of VISITONTOLOGY is linear in the size of onto.
C. Rules Engine in Ptolemy
Database connection is guaranteed by a DatabaseManager actor that opens a connection and passes it to all actors accessing the database. Data are collected using generic DatabaseQuery actors that query the database via the specified DatabaseManager and provide results as arrays of records. Collected data are provided to other actors in the rule models according to their time stamp. Fault-detection rules are implemented in PTOLEMY II models using data-driven techniques. In particular, both rule 1 and 3 leverage Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) trained with Encog [Hea14] software. In the rule detecting fault 1, the ANN is used to estimates the value (in percentage) of air which is getting through the warmer. In case of fault 3, the ANN estimates the value of gas pressure in the compressor circuit. Both estimations are required because no physical sensors are available to measure those quantities directly -ANNs act as virtual sensors as in [KPJ06] . Rule 2 is based on a statistical outliers detection on the population of time intervals between thermostat switching cycles. Outliers are identified by a finite state machine that assesses whether or not they fall within a set of numerical boundaries called fences. If the time interval between two consecutive warmer "on" status is bigger than the corresponding fence value, a thermostat stuck-at fault is recorded.
As an example, in Figure 5 the PTOLEMY II model related to the air filter obstruction is shown. The main model components are DiagnosticComputationalModel, DecisionStateMachine, AlarmToDatabase and FaultToDatabase subsystems -data collection is not detailed in the figure. Bold arrows on the left of Figure 5 represent incoming data. DiagnosticComputationalModel subsystem contains actors capable of organizing raw data in vectors to be fed to an ANN to estimate the percentage of air coming through the warmer (0% fully obstructed -100% no obstruction). The moving average of the estimated value is used as input of DecisionStateMachine subsystem where the proper event (i.e fault or alarm) is determined. The decision is based on two thresholds t 1 = σ and t 2 = 2 * σ where σ is the standard deviation of the estimated percentage flow in normal conditions. If an alarm or a fault is detected, the corresponding event is inserted in the database by AlarmToDatabase and FaultToDatabase subsystems. In the plot of Figure 6 an example behavior of the HVAC system leading to identification of an air filter obstruction is shown. To generate the profile shown in the figure, a fault is injected into a simulated HVAC filter for a specified time interval. The onset and the end of the faulty behavior are marked by arrows in the plot. The profile of the fault is assumed in this case to be trapezoidal, i.e., starting with no obstruction the air flow is gradually reduced to 70% of the capacity and then it is gradually restored. The behavior of Figure 6 corresponds to the generation of several alarm events as soon as threshold t 1 is exceeded due to the initial drift with respect to the normal behavior, and then fault events when threshold t 2 is exceeded due to persistent anomalous behavior.
D. Web Services
Data coming from physical systems are collected in xml files and sent to the DDSS input web service through the Internet. Because of potential security threats, files are digitally signed combining a message-digest algorithm with public-key cryptography. Encryption uses the symmetric-key algorithm available in the Java security API. The code that implements web services consists of a manually-developed skeleton -which is invariant across applications -and application-dependent metadata. These are stored in tables inside DiSeGnO data store and contain all the information related to the queries that input and output web services have to execute. Metadata are leveraged by the skeleton to implement domain-specific behavior.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The purpose of our experiments is to assess whether the DiSeGnO framework can be used in a real case, both in terms of absolute performances, i.e., time to store data coming from clients, and in terms of scalability, i.e., growth of computation time related to the quantity of data to be handled by the rules. Synthetic data are generated by PTOLEMY II models of the HVAC system shown in Figure 2 . Data from temperature sensors and warmer apparatus are sampled (1 sample per simulation minute), collected in a file, and sent to the DDSS input web-services through an HTTP connection every 60 simulation minutes. Experiments were performed on a family of six identical Intel-based PCs, featuring a Core2Duo 2.13 GHz CPU, 4 GB of RAM and running Ubuntu Linux 12.04 (64 bit edition). Five "client" PCs run household simulations, and one "server" runs the DDSS server generated by DiSeGnO. Each client PC simulates 1 to 5 HVAC systems running for 30 simulated days. Server performances are monitored using JavaMelody 2 , an open-source tool to profile Java server applications. Table I shows load results for different configurations obtained varying the number of HVAC systems ("#") connected to the DDSS server on a time span of 30 days. For each row, the table shows the number of files sent to the DDSS server ("Hits"), the mean time to serve each file ("Mean service time"), the mean time to execute SQL queries related to a single file ("Mean SQL time"), the number of SQL queries per minute ("SQL hits/min"), the number of HTTP requests per minute ("HTTP hits/min"), and the mean time required by the client to send all the data ("Mean client time"). Notice that the figures for mean service time and mean database access time refer to cumulative performances averaged over the number of hits. On the other hand, mean client time refers to cumulative performances averaged over the number of systems. For instance, the last line of the table refers to loading data from 25 systems running for 30 (simulated) days. Since the simulation on the clients is accelerated, it takes only about two hours (on average) for a client to send all the data it generates in this case. Clearly, if the number of systems to monitor grows, the throughput of the DDSS decreases and client time increases -linearly in all the experiments we consider. However, two hours is about 2 orders of magnitude less than 30 days, indicating that the DDSS generated by DiSeGnO could support more systems or more signals easily. Table II shows the performances of the generated DDSS when varying the number of rules (1 to 3) applied to the biggest configuration loaded (25 systems running). Here, one can observe that the total wall clock time required on the server side is much less than 30 days, indicating that, even in its prototypical stage, the DDSS generated by DiSeGnO could run in real-time.
On the other hand, the CPU time required to process the diagnostic rules ("User time" plus "System time") albeit a fraction of total wall clock time -from 45% in the case of 1 rule, up to 73% in the case of three rules -indicates that the current implementation is apt to scale better in the number of systems rather than in the number of rules.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Summing up, this paper shows that it is possible to combine ontology-based system descriptions and actorbased rule computation models in DiSeGnO framework to generate efficient DDSS software in a push-button way. In the current prototype implementation, DiSeGnO still relies heavily on PTOLEMY II to run the rules engine potentially requiring more computation time than an equivalent, manually-coded, DDSS. However, even in its present prototypical stage, the system is usable in practice to diagnose small-to-medium scale systems with acceptable performances as shown in Table I and  Table II . One of the issues left for future extensions is to automatically compile the model of rules in order to improve performances, e.g., by generating code independent from PTOLEMY II. A practical implementation on a real industrial case study will be the final testing ground.
